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Thank you for purchasing the SuperFly TeensieFly. The TeensieFly has been designed to fly 
extremely well in a wide range of speeds all while using reasonably priced equipment. One of  
the features of this plane is its lightweight – sub 4oz RTF weights.  Please don’t load this 
plane up with heavy batteries or lots of paint! If you build it according to the instructions you  
will have tons of fun!

SuperFly RC and its employees are not responsible for damage or injury caused by the use or misuse of its products.

General Building Information

Please be sure to carefully read through the entire instruction manual before building your kit.
Having a good understanding of the building process will help to make a more enjoyable
experience and greatly reduce the chance of making a mistake. It is strongly suggested that  
you follow the building sequence in the manual. A great deal of thought and time has been put 
into making the building sequence as ‘fool-proof’ as possible.

You will need to have a sharp cutting blade (X-acto© #11 works well), a dull blade will rip and 
tear the EPP rather than cut it.  

Items needed to complete your TeensieFly:

 4 channel transmitter capable of elevon mixing
 4 channel receiver compatible with your transmitter – AR6300 or Orange 415 

recommended
 2 – 5g or lighter servos
 6-7A ESC
 Suitable Brushless motor – we recommend a 10g 2000kv or 2900kv motor. The 

2000kv motor is good on 2 or 3S. The 2900kv motor is excellent on 2S and a 5x3 prop.
 Misc building materials (hot glue/Welder Glue, razor blades, paint, etc)
 A couple hours to put it all together

Assembly Instructions



Remove airframe and elevons from main foam block.  Be sure to keep the material between 
the wing halves. The vertical stabilizers will be cut from this later.

First, separate the wing halves. If there is any left over foam “slag” from the cutting process, 
you can simply rub the wings together and the slag will fall right off. 

The wing halves can be joined with hot glue or Welder glue.  Welder glue is an excellent glue  
for EPP and that is what we will be using throughout most of the build.  Apply Welder to the  
root of one of the wings and then rub the wing halves together to spread the glue. Hold them  
together  for  approximately  5  seconds and then release.  Let  the  halves sit  until  the  glue 
becomes dry or slightly tacky to the touch. (Usually several minutes.) 

Once the glue is dry, join the wing halves. The wings can be joined either at the leading or 
trailing edge. The trailing edge is generally easier to start with.



With the wings joined, the elevons need to be attached.  The elevons may be joined together. 
Gently separate them.

The elevons must be glued to the airframe. Welder glue is quite possibly the best EPP to EPP 
glue on the market.  There are several methods to ensure a proper glue joint.  Tip: We use 
sewing pins to help hold the elevons onto the airframe.  Simply flip the airframe upside down 
and line up the elevon hinge-line and then pin in place.

Once the elevons are pinned onto the airframe, they can be glued.  A bead of Welder, 



approximately the width of a spaghetti noodle, should be placed on the hinge-line and then 
spread across the hinge using a razor blade or a spare piece of EPP. 

Locate the EPP that came between the wing halves. The vertical stabilizers will be cut from 
this.  Using the template included in these instructions, mark the EPP and cut with a razor 
blade. 

Tip: We have found taking the template and using a Sharpie marking to mark the corners and 



then “connecting the dots” with a straight edge tends to give us a much crisper cut.

Now we need to trim down the airframe.  The elevons and wingtips need to be trimmed back. 
The TeensieFly has a completely ballistic roll rate. Easily 720* per second with large elevons. 
We have found the best with is to keep the inboard section of the elevon to around 1.5” deep 
with the tip at around 3/4”.  Something to keep in mine, the exact shape of the airframe and 
elevons has not proven to be a critical part of the build. Cut it to “look right” to you and fly it. If 
you decide you have too much elevon, you can always trim them back.  So it is better to start 
with too much and reduce them after a few shake down flights.



Next up, we will locate the prop slot.  Given the recommended equipment, the prop slot is cut 
is started approximately 5.5” as measured from the nose of the plane.  The rear of the prop 
slot is 1” aft of that at 6.5”. The the prop slot to be 5.5”x1” wide.

BEFORE YOU CUT THE PROP SLOT– Be sure to lay your gear out onto the airframe to 
ensure you will be able to achieve the proper CG location.  Recommended CG is 5” 
with the acceptable range between 4.5” to 5.5” rearward. 

Once you have the gear situation, you can locate the prop slot. Make sure you have a new 
and sharp blade for cutting the slot. The use of a triangle will help with getting the cut straight.

Now we need to get ready to install the motor. There are several choices for motors. Some of 
the most popular choices in this size class are the small inrunner motors, however we have 
found the outrunners tend to stay a little cooler. We recommend the a 10g motor in either a 
2000kv or 2900kv, depending on what battery you want to use.  The 2000kv motor can use 
2S and 3S, the 2900kv motor is suited to 2S only and both can use a 5x3 prop.

Since both motors are popular options and have proven to fly the Teensie well, we will 
demonstrate the mounting methods for both motor types of motors.

STOP! Before you permanently install anything, adjust your gear for a proper CG. You 
may have to trim some of the rear of the canopy to get the CG correct. Just slice it off 
with a SHARP razor blade. 

To mount the stock 10g motor we need to get the ABS plastic motor mount, the aluminum 
motor mount and our motor. 

 The install is very simple. Use the canopy to size the ABS mount to the correct size and then 
trim it to fit the rear of the canopy and install the stock motor mount using a dab of hot glue to 
hold in place and then some very small screws. Servo screws work very well for this.



TIP: Align the motor mount so that the grub screws are in an orientation that allows you to get 
to them in the future, if you mount them vertically you will be unable to get to them once the 
canopy is mounted.  When gluing the ABS mount to the canopy mount the rough side facing 
the EPP. 



If you purchased the full kit, you can skip this portion of the instructions. To mount a 12mm 
inrunner, we recommend using a small piece of balsa to mount the motor on.   

To prepare the mount for the motor, take a piece of 200 grit sandpaper and make a small cut 
out approximately as wide as your motor and just long enough that will allow you to wrap the 

paper around the motor to allow you to get a good grip on it.



Take your wrapped motor and place it on the balsa strip and begin rubbing a “cradle” into the 
balsa for the motor to lay into.

With the motor mount sanded to the shape of your motor it is time to mount it to the wing.  Hot 
glue works perfect for this.  Ensure you mount the motor straight on the airframe.  The motor 
can later be installed with hot glue and zip ties. 



The control horns need to be installed next. There are several ways to ensure proper location 
of the control rod on the airframe.   A triangle along the edge of the prop slot is perfect for 
helping to mark the location of the control horns. Tip:  Line up the control rods with the edges 
of the prop slot and mark the location of the control rod on the elevon.  

Once the location for the control horns has been located, the control horns need to be 
installed. Before installing them, “one section” of the horn needs to be removed.  If you look 
closely at the bottom of the control horn, you will see there are 4 sections of the horn.  The 
illustration shows what is cut off. This must be removed to prevent the control horn from 
protruding through the elevon too far and causing binding. Install the control horn with a dab 
of hot glue. Ensure the holes in the control horn are lined up vertically above the hinge-line for 
the best mechanical advantage.



The pushrods come oversized, or longer than they need to be and the builder must size them 
down to fit.  If using the recommended equipment the pushrods can be bent to allow for a 6.5” 
long pushrod – this length does not include the bends needed for the EZ-Links. Please pay 
close attention to this.
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With the bends in the pushrod to make an approximately 6.5” long pushrod, this will position 
the servos in a perfect position.  Depending on gear choice, this distance may be vary!! 
Please ensure proper CG (5.0” from the nose) by locating the equipment onto the airframe, 
before cutting servo pockets.



Now we move on to installing the servos. For many this seems to be the hardest part of the 
entire build of any SuperFly RC aircraft. There is nothing to be nervous about. This can be an 
extremely easy task with some very simply tools. 

If you do not have a Dremel (you really should go pick one up, you'll wonder what you did 
without one afterwards) you can use most of the tip that follows. Simply “plucking” the foam 
out of the servo location works very well.  With that said, here is how WE do it. Trace the 
servo shape onto the wing.  Next, take the servo and mark a FRESH X-acto blade with the 
depth of the servo.

With the depth marked on your servo, and the servo traced onto the wing, we can start the 
servo cut. Take your X-Acto and cut along the lines you drew around your servo. Only cut to 
the depth you have marked on your blade.

If you do not have a Dremel, there are many ways to get the pocket for the servo cut out.  The 



method we have found that seems to work best is to “pluck” the foam with needle nosed 
pliers. The cut from the X-acto will leave you with a well defined servo pocket. If you have a 
Dremel, this is a great time to use it. The Dremel part #565 is a very useful tool for cutting 
foam (and many other things.)  

With a Dremel and Part #565, after you have “traced” the servo shape with your X-acto, chuck 
a carbide cutting bit and adjust the depth of the bit to just a bit shorter than your servo and 
start cutting.  Setting the bit just a little lower than the depth of the servo will prevent the 
Dremel from cutting through the bottom of the TeensieFly.  



The Dremel will cut away the foam and the previous cut lines with the X-acto will pull right out 
leaving a very nice servo pocket. To install the servos, first choose the servo arms that give 
the most throw and install them onto the splines so that they are as centered as possible 
without using any radio setup to center them. If you cannot get them 100% centered, most 
modern radios will be able to center them up, however it is always preferable to adjust all 
throws mechanically first, then use the radio to fine tune. Repeat the cut for the other side. 
DO NOT GLUE SERVOS IN YET.

With the servo pockets cut out, now is an excellent time to add any paint you'd like to add. 
Paint can add weight very quickly, so do not get too terribly heavy with the paint. Take your 
time and use several light coats, rather than soaking it with one heavy coat.  Tip: We have 
found that if you notice you have gone a little heavy on the paint, before it dries, just wipe it off 
with a rag. This will leave you with color and not as much weight.

Once the plane is painted we can begin the final assembly of the TeensieFly.  The servos can 
be installed into their pockets. Make sure to have the servo centered mechanically with the 
servo horn screw installed before you glue the servo into the plane.  The servo does not need 
to be covered in glue. A small drop (about a 1/4” in size) will suffice.   Tip: If you ever need to 
remove a servo, or anything else you've applied hot glue to, a little rubbing alcohol applied to 
the glue joint will usually release the hot glue from non-porous materials.

The vertical stabilizers must be prepared to be installed next. 

The angle of the vertical stabilizers is not critical. You can mount them straight up, if you wish. 
Just mount them at an angle that appeals to you. We have included an angle as well.  

We have found trimming the “outside edge” of the vertical stabilizers really helps set the 
angle.  Mark the outside edge (the edge the stab will lean on) at ~3/16” and using a sharp 
razor blade, cut at an angle from the line you just drew to the inside edge of the vertical stab.



Now cut along the line using the method described above.

Install the vertical stabilizers on the outside edge of the prop slot. The distance here is not 
critical either, just make sure to keep it off of your pushrod and out of the prop slot.  A lot of 
“that looks good to me” can be used here.



 
Now, earlier in the build you should have adjusted all your gear to achieve the CG required. 
Now is the time to glue all of your components to the airframe. A small drop of hot glue is all 
that is needed. Do not go overboard with the glue. You're just looking for enough to hold the 
item onto the plane.

Here is an idea of a possible setup. The pocket in front of the receiver has been cut to ease 
the installation of the battery. Test fit your canopy. If you need to relieve the foam under the 
canopy to get a nice snug fit, feel free to do so. The placement of gear will vary depending on 
what gear you are using.  This image illustrates the use of the 12mm inrunner.



If you are using the 12mm inrunner, you will need to relieve some foam in the canopy. If you 
used the stock motor, the rear portion of the canopy will be glued to the area you see the 
motor sitting at in the above pictures.

A couple pictures of a setup with the stock motor.



Settings

The CG is located 5.0” back from the nose of the TeensieFly. 

We recommend you use dual rates if you have them.  Low rates are best with 1/2” throws in 
either direction.  High rates can be 3/4” to as wild as you want them.

Launching

The TeensieFly can be launched in a number of different ways.  It can easily be launched with 
the throttle off, to avoid possibly getting a hand into a spinning prop.  Simply grab the Teensie 
by the canopy and give it a firm underhand toss and you'll be off to the races.




